Getting Connected

Mailing Lists

hydra-tech:
The primary mailing list for development and design work on the Hydra Framework and on Hydra heads like Hydrangea.

active-fedora:
The primary mailing list for anyone using or improving ActiveFedora.

blacklight:
The primary mailing list for anyone using or improving Blacklight.

IRC

Server: chat.freenode.net
Channel: #projecthydra

If you don't already an IRC client, connect through the web at http://webchat.freenode.net/
Nickname: pick a name,
Channels: #projecthydra

For more information on how to start using irc, check out the instructions on the code4lib site.

Technical Call

The weekly Hydra technical call is for people who are contributing code to the core hydra plugins & components.

When

Wednesdays at 8:30 AM PST
Check out this helpful time zone translation

Where

We use the Stanford University Libraries' HD conference line.

Skype

1. Add freeconferencecallhd.5308811400 as a contact in your skype account.
   a. copy and paste freeconferencecallhd.5308811400 (the entire name) into your contact search area
   b. add as a contact
2. After freeconferencecallhd.5308811400 is listed in your contact list, simply call that contact.
3. Enter the following code through the Skype keypad (not by just typing in the numbers on your keyboard): 651025 (you will prompted to add the # sign). Note: you must enter the code in the Skype keypad, not your keyboard number pad.

Phone

Dial: +1 (530) 881-1400
Access Code: 651025